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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The faculty has been searching for accurate methods of evaluating
the curriculum and performance of graduates of Brokaw Collegiate School of
Nursing since the founding of the school at Illinois Wesleyan in 1959.
Evaluation of these aspects would result in the discovery of faults and
strengths in the program, thereby enabling the faculty to improve the
curriculum annuallY.

The school utilizes student evaluations of each

course following its completion to determine how well the course objectives
were fulfilled.

An evaluation form has also been prepared for use by the

instructor and student to assess the student's ability to perform nursing
functions and utilize health and nursing principles while the student is
in school.

Hm~ever,

these questionnaires are not satisfactory for

evalu~

ating the graduate's performance 9rr..,for providing other information that
the faculty feels would be useful in improving the curriculum.
Therefore, a questionnaire was devised to find the post
graduation vocational and educational activities of the Wesleyan graduate
and her further plans.

It also sought the opinions of the graduate con-

cerning the adequacy of her preparation for the job she accepted and
information that would serve as a guide to the school's curriculum
development.

AnS1f7erS to the following questions ivere sought:
1.

~pes of positions held, where and
satisfaction in the job;

2.

EdB-cation since graduation;

h01fl long, and

2

3. Professional activities engaged in, other than those
connected with the job;

4.
5.

Future plans regarding work and education;
The opinion of the graduate concerning the adequacy of
her preparation for the job;

6. Ideas about the duties of the baccalaureate nurse,
instructor, staff nurse, etc., down to the aide.
A similar questionnaire was prepared and sent to the employer

to obtain his opinions about the preparation and performance of the
graduate.

Both questionnaires were confidentia.l and the results were

utilized b.Y the faculty in reorganizing curriculum and emphasizing certain
areas of nursing function.
Eventually, many of the faculty decided that the questionnaire
for the student was too long and that some of the questions were not
pertinent or were ambiguous.

At this time the questionnaire was re-evaluated

and the revised questionnaire was comp]eted in February, 1974. (See
Appendix A.)

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEN AND HYPOTHESIS
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STATEMENT OF THE PROffi,EM AND HYPOTHESIS

This paper deals with a
questionnaire for the graduate.

two~old

problem regarding the revised

Is this questionnaire really a valid means

of assessing the graduate's preparation for her job, and does it provide
useful information regarding the curriculum of the school of nursing?
This study attempts to show that this questionnaire isa valid
tool for assessing the student1s preparation for functioning in the role
as a registered nurse, ro1d it does provide information that can be
utilized to improve the curriculum of Brokaw Collegiate School of Nursing.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEN

A simple analogy will best explain the greatest significance of
the questionnaire.

Compare a school of nursing to the automobile industry.

Just as auto manufacturers need an accurate evaluation of their products
and methods of production to insure consumer satisfaction and continued
improvements of the product, a school of nursing needs an evaluation of
its graduates (the products) and curriculum (the method of production)
to insure consumer satisfaction.

In this case the consumer is the public,

the hospitals, health departments and other facilities that utilize nurses.
The better the product, the better the reputation of the company, which
means more demand for the product.

In the case of the school of nursing,

it also means more applicants: to choose from due to the excellent reputation

of the school and therefore a better quality of student can be accepted
from the many applicants.

A valid, concise questionnaire provides these

results as it pi.cks up the faults and strengths of the program.

Such a

questionnaire can also be used as a guideline for other schools to utilize
for similar purposes.

There is a limited amount of published material

regarding follow-up studies of graduates from schools of ll"ursing for the
purposes of ass(:;ssing performance and improving curriculum development.
Success of such a study regarding questionnaires may stimulate further
research in related areas and find new uses for such questionnaires, as
well as improve and provide for more uniform curriculum in schools ef
nursing.

ASSUlPTIONS

AssurU?'l'IONS

1. The persons receLvLng the questionnaire have graduated at
least one year prior to receiving the questionnaire.
2. The respondent has been actively employed as an R.N. for at
least one year.
3.

The respondent will respond truthfully to the questions.

4. The respondent is capable of accurate self-evaluation in
regard to her ability to perform as an R.N.
5.

The questionnaire is self-explanatory.

6.

The questions are stated clearly and are not ambiguous.

7. Although the persons involved in the study are individuals
that all perform differently, the effect of their education can still be
measured in regard to their performance as nurses.
8. Opinions of R.N. 's who are not graduates of Illinois Wesleyan
University, but '·Yho "18re given the questionnaire as a pretest, can be
useful in assessing the value of questions used in the study.

LIMITATIONS
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1,IHITATIONS

1. The general reaction of any group of participants is often
somewhat non-responsive in any research study for whatever purpose.
2. The study is limited to the specific revised questionnaire
used by the Brokaw Collegiate School of Nursing at Wesleyan.
3. previously published materials for the evaluation of such
questionnaires and the curriculum of a school of nursing are limited.
4. The time allotted to the researcher and her experience in
research are limited.
5. In any study where professional opinion is used to evaluate
something (as in the case of the pre-test of the questionnaires given to
the R.N. 's to be discussed in the "Hethods" section of the paper), it
must be remembered that it is only opinion and as of yet, not fact.
6. The study of or use of the employers questionnaires is
outside the scope of this study.
7. Statistical measures will not be computed in this paper, but
they will be defined.

NECESSARY DEFINITIONS
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NECESSARY DEFINITIONS
Curriculum - all the courses offered by an educational instituion,
in this case related to those in the total Hesleyan campus that must be
utilized by nursing majors.

It also includes clinical experiences, i.e.

time spent in the hospital setting.
The nursing process - refers to the four main steps utilized by
the professional nurse in problem solving, and directing and providing
patient care.

T~ey

are assessment of the problem and patient, planning

care, implementing these plans and evaluating the plan of care and its
success. l
Registered Nurse - one who has graduated from an accredited
school of nursing and has successfully completed the state board examine.tiona given by the state in which she plans to practice. 2
Professional Nursing - the performance for compensation of any
nursing act:

a) in the observation, care and counsel of the ill, injured

or infirm; or b) in the maintenence of health or prevention of illness in
others; or c) the administration of medicines and treatments as prescribed
by a licensed physician or dentist; or d) any act in the supervision or
teaching of nursing; any of which requires substantial specialized

1 Thora Kron, The Management of Patient Care (Philadelphia:
W. B. Saunders Co., 1971), pp. 12-13.
2 Illinois Nursing Act (Springfield, Ill.:
Education and Welfare, 1973), pp. 12-13.

Dept. of Health,

8

jUdgment and skill and the proper performance of which is based on the
knowledge and application of the prrnciples of biological, physical and
social sciences acquired by means of a completed course in an approved
school of professional nursing. 3
Nursing Diagnosis - refers to the identification of nursing
problems. 4
PopUlation - the entire group about which information is desired.
In this stUdy there are two populations to be considered:

Respondents,

those students graduated from Illinois Wesleyan University that are
recepients of the School of Nursing questionnaire; and Pre-test popUlation,
those registered nurses not graduated from Illinois Wesleyan University
who were recepients of a questionnaire similar to that used by the School
of Nursing for the purpose of evaluating the questions for clarity and
significance.

3 Ibid ., p. 6.
4r<:ron, op. cit., p. 13.

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
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SURVEY OF THE UTERATURE

The literature was reviewed to find the amount of research in
nursing concerning follow-up studies of graduates, methods of curriculum
development, and methods of evaluating the performance of nUFsing functions.
Other areas reviewed included curriculum development and evaluative methods
outside of nursing and methods of research, including statistical analysis.
By revietV'ing current literature it was hoped to find support for the
development and.use of this type of questionnaire as a valid method of
evaluation, not only for curriculum but for performance as well.
Survey of Nursing Literature

T.

Follow-up studies of graduates
Study conducted at the

Medica_~qoll~_ge o~-Yirginia~

The use

of follolv-up studies of graduates for the purpose of curriculum evaluation
\-las first brought to the attenti_on of the nursing profession when .Jean
Hayter, in 1963, conducted a study of the graduates of the baccalaureate
nursing program at the Nedical College of Virginia.

The purpose of the

stUdy was to determine the post graduation activities of graduates and
their future educational and vocational plans.

Ms. Hayter also wanted

the opinions of the graduates and their employers concerning the adequacy
of the graduates' preparation for their professional roles.

She planned

to use these opinions as a guide to curriculum development.

Using the

questionnaire, answers to the following questions were sought:

types of

10

postions held, when and for how long; education since graduation; professional activities, other than those connected with the job in l>lhich the
nurse was engaged; future plans regarding work; and the expressed opinions
of the graduates and employers concerning the graduate's preparation for
the job. 5
A questionnaire was constructed for the graduate, using as a
guideline the functions, standards and qualifications for practice for
general staff nurses and public health nurses as prepared by the American
Nurses' Association, the objectives of the baccalaureate degree program
in nursing at the Medical College of Virginia, and the list of nursing
behaviors used by Hontag in evaluating graduates of community college
programs.

The questionnaire was then pretested by graduates of various

baccalaureate degree programs in nursing and refinements were made on the
basis of the pretest results. 6
The revised questionnaire was mailed to each of the graduates
with a stamped, self-addressed envelope and a letter explaining the
purpose of the study.

The letter assured the graduate of anonymity, promised

the respondent a Gummary of the findings and asked for her co-operation
in completing the questionnaire.

A letter of reminder was sent at the end

of three '>leeks and again after six weeks.

Ninety-six percent of the

5 Jean Hayter, "A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of the
Baccalaureate ProGram in Nursing", Nurs
R~§~~l:'c::J:t. 12:
L~5, Hinter, 1963.

6

Ibid.
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questionnaires 'l>ye.re returned.

A questionnaire was also designed for

employers of the graduates I.n such a way that the graduates' and the
employers' opinions could be compared.

The questionnaire was sent to the

most recent employer with a similar letter of explanation asking the
director to refer the questionnaire to the graduate's immediate supervisor. 7
The results obtained from the questionnaire about the ranking of
the clini.cal courses according to their comparative values 'l>yere similar
to the rank order of the graduate's mean scores on State Boards. (See
Appendix B, Table 1.)

This fact makes it possible to infer that the

curriculums of the cl inical courses considered most important Here \ve1l
developed, and perhaps, the curriculums of the lower ranked courses were
lacking the same level of development.
The graduates and employers both gave good evaluations in the
area of performance of nursing functions, but areas of weakness were
noted in human relat 7.ons and administration.

Based on these resul t8 and

the knowledge that the follo,.y-uP study is only one

~Jay

of evalua.tion, it

was recommended that efforts be made to help students develop skills in
human relati.ons, oral conununications and administration. 8

The study did

indicate the effectiveness of a questionnaire to determine graduates' and
employers' opinions, but it offered no real
valid measurement tool.

pp.

45-1~6.

~:;ubstance

for determining.,a
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later study, also conducted by Hs. 11ayter, further statements about the
value of graduate follow-up studies were mentioned.
always an essential part of the educaU.onal p;:ocess.

"Evaluation is
q
W

According to Ns;;

Hayter, it should be continuous throughout the educational process, but
the real test of the effectiveness of an educational program is in the
performance of its graduates.

They are in a position to make suggestions

about their educational program because they are away from the academic
setting and are faced with job expectations as nurse practitioners.

A

follow-up study can provide valuable guidance to the faculty for curriculum
improvement. 10
The second questionnaire, which ,,'as prepared for use at the
University of Kentucky by He. Hayter, was similar to the one used at the
HedLcal College of Virginia.

However, most of the items on this question-

naire could be answered with a checkmark.

Additional cOluments about cur-

riculum and job satisfaction were encouraged.
naire "las mailed to the employer.

Again, a similar question-

The statistical measure of Chi-square

was used to determine the levels of significance for differences in the
perforn1ance of nursing behaviors. 11
The graduates were asked to indicate which of certain positions

9 Jean Hayter, "Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of the University of
Kentucky, College of Nursing, 1964-1969", !lursing Research, 20:56, Jan-Feb. 71.

10Ibid.
llIbid.
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they felt most competent to assume after graduation, such as head nurse,
staff nurse or instructor.

The finQings indicated the graduates' beliefs

concerning the adequacy of their educational program in preparing them for
their nursing roles.

They also indicated how '(-Tell they were prepared to

perform twenty nursing behaviors using the ratings
"fair", or "poor".

"excellent'~,

"good",

l"hen responses of graduates for various years were

compared, curriculum clues were discovered which showed the strengths
and weaknesses of the graduates and reflected upon their educational
preparation. 12

The section on the employer's questionnaire will be deleted

as it is not within the scope of this study.
Information secured from the questionnaire concerned the vocational
and educational activities of the graduate.
of nursing and the

tj~es

It showed the present trends

of jobs graduate nurses sought.

From other

information provided by the responses, inferences about continued education
and job advancement could be made.

The evaluations of the educational

preparation of the graduate provided information about the curriculum
and its value.·l'~~
Study of an evaluation tool used at the University of
Massachusetts School of Nursing.

A third published report on an evaluation

tool used at the University of Hassachusetts School of Nursing demonstrated

12Ibid.
13Ibid., pp. 56-59.

the development of a four point rating scale.

The rating scale had a

brief narrative description for each numerical value, but in this study
differentiating factors turned out to be those of consistency instead
of quality, viz., "sometimes", "usually", or "always".
it was not really an accurate study.

1 [.J-

Because of this,

When values were assigned to the

adjectives, the students reacted negatively because they could not accept
the descriptions and their values as presented by the researcher. IS
Even after other adjectives Here assigned the values (4-" superior" ,
3-"above average;', 2-"average", l-"needs improvement"), "needs improvement"
was the response chosen by most students regardless of the quality oftheir performance, l.;hich shoHs the hazards of using such ',ambiguous, i11defined terms. 16

II.

Need for Research and Evaluation of Clinical Performance.
Verhon ick has stated that" in the past

tyl0

decades few studies

have been completed in the clinical setting where the majority of nursing
practitioners work".l?

In the Overview of Nursing Research 1955-1968,

14Derry A nn MorLtz
'
an d Dorothy L. Sexton, "Evaluation: A
Suggested Method for Appraising Quality", ,Journal of Nursing Education,
9: 18, January, 1970.

15l.2:...
b'd ., pp. 20 , 24 .
16Ibid ., pp. 24, 31-33.
17phyllis ,J, Verhonick, "Clinical Investigations on Nursing,"
Nursing Forum, 10: 80,: January, 1971.

15
Abdellah cites a series of research priorities for nursing of which the
.
f our re f er t 0 th e nee d f or
f lrst

C 1"lnlca 1

.
.
. t lon.
.
18
eva 1 ua t lon
an d l1lVest1.ga

These and similar statements by other researchers show the need for the
formulation of val id devices to evaluate performance and the need for
research in the clinical area.
"If nursing research is to be useful it must be relevant,
reliable and valid.

Relevancy can be guaranteed if the research focuses

on the real concern of nursing - the provision of health care to the
people. ,,19

Education supposedly prepares the graduate to provide health

care to the people as a nursing professional.

Therefore, research in the

area of establishing and evaluating the curriculum of schools of nursing
focuses on the real concern of nursing and is indJ"a a relevant area for
/1

research.

To be considered valid, research into curriculum evaluation

must be made in terms of the program objectives. 20

Educators need to

know at what professional level their graduates are able to perform. 21

l8Faye G. Abdel1ah, Overview of Nursing Research, 1955-1968,
(Roclwille, Maryland: Office
ResearcJ:i-'r-iiii.n:Ci:l~-Reprint Series 70-1,
1970), p. 14.

of

19Katherine B. Nicholls R.N., ph.D., "Nursing Research - Good
For What?", Nursin~ Forum, 11: 381, \vinter, 1972.
20 Ib i?., p. 377.

21Norma Christman, "C 1inical Performance of Baccalaureate
Graduates", Nursin&-St~tL~o~, 19: 51!., January, 1971.

16

The fact that evaluations must be made in terms of behavioral
objectives has already been stated." The objectives of professional schools
of nursing stress behaviors such as understanding concepts and generalizations, critica.l thinking, decision-making and problem solving.

It

then follows that the evaluation programs of the schools of nursing
should be set up in these terms.

Examinations are a good way to evaluate

learning, but if an instructor stresses problem solving as a goal and then
requires the student to memorize facts to pass the examination, the instructor
is obviously negating the objective of fostering the problem solving
approach.

Therefore "efforts by the instructor to assist students in

becoming effective problem solvers are likely to be ineffective

unless

the students" achievements in terms of problem solving skills are
measured.,,22

It becomes apparent, therefore, that problem solving is

another term for the nursing process.
III.

The Evaluation Tool Itself
~1oritz

and other researchers have presented suggestions for the

development of a tool for evaluating clinical performance.

To prepare

such a tool the evaluator should:
1.

Analyze course objectives and state specific behaviors
which show success,

2.

Analyze anecdotal records from students and teachers as
a guide in the construction of a list of behaviors,

22Rheba de Tornyay, "Heasuring Problem-Sol ving Skills by Beans
of the Simulated CI inical Nursing Problem Test", Journal of Nursing
Education, 7: 3, August 1968.
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3.

Establish a format based on organization and expedience,

4.

Review the tool with colleagues to clarify inappropriate
or ambiguous statements and expand the number or quality
of those 1 isted (pretest),

5.

Discuss those criteria necessary for the assignment of
different, definite ratings. 23

The strengths found in a questionnaire based on the format
described above are that
1.

The questionnaire focuses on the nursing process rather
than tasks or technical skills,

2.

It describes the quality of performances,

3.

The descriptive guide focuses on observable'and selfevaluative behavior,

4.

It has a positive focus and is flexible to different
settings of employment.

This type of questionnaire also focuses on areas of the nursing process
that

l~ve

gone unnoticed and should be investigated.

weighting of ratings with this type of questionnaire
easy.

24

The tabulating and
are also fairly

As Moritz stated, it is time that nursing researchers began to

use the tools of evaluation for evaluation instead of using restrictive
grade assignments that do not measure behavioral characteristics. 25
Meyer offers support of the questionnaire evaluation form.

She

states that performance evaluation records can be devised to measure or

2\loritz, loco ci!., pp. 32-33.
24 Ibid ., p. 33.
25 Ibid .• p. 34.
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denote some behavioral changes directly.

Checklists are used for this and

are especially useful if they can be quantified to yield a score.

Rating

scales developed for use with the items to be measured can be used to
~"ell

determine how

the behavior was performed.

Comparisons can al so be

made between groups, individuals, and the performance of individual
·
26
b e haV1.ors.

Brown also agrees that questionnaires constructed in the

aforementioned manner are an excellent means of assessing attitudes and
performances.

27

Review of Educational Literature
According to Taba, a curriculum contains a statement of aims
and specific objectives; indicates some selection and organization of
content; implies or manifests certain patternls of learning and teaching;
and includes a program for evaluation of the outcomes.

Scientific

curriculum development is based on needs dra"m from an analysis of
society, culture, studies of learners and graduates, and the learning
process.

It also utilizes an analysis of the nature of knowledge in

order to determine the purposes of the school and the nature of its
curriculum. 28

26Burton Heyer and Loretta lIeulgernn,
.
1.
'
Intro(l
uctlon
to Researc 11
in Nursin~ (Phi~adelphia: J. B. Lippencott CompatlY, 1962), p. 353.
-

27Amy Franci.s Brmvn, C,!rricuJum Devel£p!?en~ (philadelphia:
W. B. Saunders Company, 1960), pp. 290, 286.
28Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and practice
(New York: Hartcourt, Brace and Vlorld Inc., i962), p. 10.

19

The criteria for a program of evaluation in general education are
similar to those stated for an evaluation of the nursing curriculum.

The

program of evaluation needs these c.omponents:
1.

It must be consistent with curriculum objectives;

2.

It must be as comprehensive in scope as are the school
objectives;

3.

The results must be sufficiently diagnostic to distinguish
varying levels of performance and to discuss the strengths
and weaknesses in the educational process;

4.

It must be valid - validity refers to the capacity of
the evidence to describe what it was designed to do and
is very important in improving curriculum;

5.

Objectives need to be broken into components to increase
the validity of the tool;

6.

Evaluation should be a continuous process. 29

According to Taba, data interpretation should provide for basic
curriculum improvement.

In interpreting group data one focuses on

average score distributions and frequencies.

Taba further states that it

is necessary to compare several grade levels with each other to see if
errors in one level disapp~ar in the next level. 30
a dynamically conceived curriculum will
order.

J~esult

Better education and

[rom following a certain

One must first diagnose the needs of the students, then form

objectives, select and organize course content, select and organize

29}bid., pp. 316-323.
30 lb id., pp. 33l~-335.

20

learning experiences and finally, determine 'l'lhat to evaluate and how
t o eva 1 uate

.

~t.

31

Review of Research Literature in Support of the Use of
A Questionnaire as an Evaluative Tool

Ma iled questionnaires are probably the most 'Vlic1ely used and most
highly criticized data gathering service.
naires.

There are t1,10 types of question-

The "closed" form calls for short, check responses that provide

"yes" or "no"

ansvl~rs,

suggested responses.
"other" column.

short responses, or checking items from a 1 ist of
Unanticipated responses are provided for with an

This questionnaire is easy to fill out, takes

little

time, keeps the respondent on the subject, is relatively objective and is
usually easy to tabulate and analyze.

The "open" form calls for a free

response from the respondent and provides for a greater depth of response.
It takes longer to answer; therefore, returns are sometimes poor.
also harder to interpret, tabulate and summarb:e the responses.
questionnaires. include items of' bmthitypes.

It is
Hany

Each form has Us 01'10 merits

and the researcher must decide \"hich best suits his purposes. 32
Vlhen developing a questionnaire it is necessary to remember the
importance of

'V~rding

to avoid ambiguity.

The researcher should not use

descriptive adjectives and adverbs with no agreed upon meaning, such as
"frequently" and "occasionally".

No double barrelled questions should be

31rbid., p. 13.

32John \'7, Best, Research in Education (Ne1<l Jersey: Prentice Hall
Inc., 1970), pp., 161-163,

21
used.

When asking for comparisons, a point of reference is needed,

exempl ified by "superior", "average", or "below average".

Questions must

be phrased so that they will provide a complete response and be appropriate
for all responses.

The researcher must provide for the systematic

quantification of responses by the use of ranking.

The items can then be

tabulated by inverse weightings. 33
Revievl of the Literature for Useful Statistical Heasures
The use of statistical measures to determine the level of
performance of the graduate is not within the scope of this study.
Therefore, the statistical procedures that would be used for this will
only be stated and briefly defined.

The reader is referred, for a more

detailed description of these devices, to Young and Veldman's book,
Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences.
"The mean is a measure ,of central tendency that most closely
approximates what is commonly meant by •average' . '! 3L~

r

t is defined as

"the sum of all the scores in the distribution divided by the total number
of scores". 35

This statistical measure is used to determine the average

performance of each student in each area of the nursing process.
Either of two measures can be used to determine the degree of

33rbid., pp. 164-166.
31-1-

Robert K. Young and David J. Veldman, Introductory Statistics
for the Behavioral Sciences (New York: Holt, Rineha"tt & ·~nnston, 1965), p. 53.
35 rbid ., p. 53.

22
difference between the evaluation of performance the employer gives and
the self-evaluation provided by the graduate.
square and the analysis of variance.

These measures are, chi

91~ !~uare

is the simpler of the

t~~ to compute and is a comparison of variances. 36

The analys~s of

variance is a comparison of means and is a more exact measure of the
degree of difference. 37

Either measure can be used to compare classes

or individual students.

36 11 . d

~.,

pp. 215-221.

37 1bid ., pp. 261-271.

HETHODS OF RESEARCH
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NETHODS OF RESEARCH

As previously mentioned, the pretest is one means of evaluating
the contents of a questionnaire.

For this reason, a questionnaire similar

to that used by Tllinois Wesleyan University's School of Nursing was
prepared and administered to fifty registered nurses employed by various
health care agencies in Danville, Illinois. (See Appendix C.)

The random

sample represented 20% of the total registered nurse population in
Danville and was chosen at random by selecting the names of individuals
from a list acquired from the various health care agencies.
The introductory explanation to the questionnaire requested that
each participant respond to the questions and briefly comment on the clarity
of each question.

The pretest group was also asked to comment on the

"

usefulness of each question. for evaluating performance and/or providing
information that could be used to modify the curriculum of a school of
nursing.

Verbal explanations of the study and the purpose of the

questionnaire were given to the participants when they received the
questionnaires.

All of the questionnaires were returned, but only 82%

of these were useful.
Literature in nursing and education was reviewed to determine
the criteria for developing and evaluating tools that would measure
performance and provide information relevant to curriculum improvement.
Statistical formulas were reviewed to determine which ones would be useful
in computing scores that measured both performance and significant
differences in measures of performance.

It was necessary to review

24

literature on rankings and

stics to determine if the rating scale of

the Wesleyan questionnaire could be utilized for statistical measures.
Finally, an interview was held with Miss Eleanor Allen of the School of
Nursing to determine the guidelines by which the Hesleyan questionnaire
was developed.

H1PRESSIONS
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IMPRESSIONS
Analysis of the pretest.results
The use of pretest results is possible only when those involved in
the pretest are willing to co-operate by critically evaluating the content
of the questionnaire.

Al though all fi.fty pretest questionnaires were

returned, only 60% of them were useful for evaluating the questionnaire.
The following percentages and statements are based on the samples from
the usable questionnaires.
Seventy-one percent of the

pretes~

group felt that the total

content of the questionnaire was useful for evaluating performance and
providing some information about the adequacy of the curriculum of the
nursing school.

They felt that from the information obtained from responses

to the section entitled "Education", inferences about the impetus provided
by the school of nursing to encourage the student to seek further education
could be made.

The information about the gradua.te' s past and present

employment reflected her opinion of the jobs she felt prepared to hold.
comments about future changes in

emplO)~lent

could show if the graduate

was now ready to assume more responsibility by accepting a more demanding
position.
One of the objectives of a school of· nursing is to encourage its
graduates to take an active interest in professional organiz.ations and to
encourage the graduate to become active in civic affairs.

It was felt

by this sub-group of the pretest population that the success of the school
in meeting this objective could be determined by the responses to sections
III and IV.
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The total pretest group felt the sections concerning the curriculum
of the school of nursing and the evaluation of nursing performance were
useful for obvious reasons.

However, 5% of the group felt that the

explanatory introduction to the section evaluating the performance of
nursing behaviors was vague.

The phrase "the degree to which your educa-

tional program prepared you to function tt could be taken 1iterally or it
could be interpreted as,

'~s

an individual how did I perform as a result

of my educational program?".

They did feel that the rating system was a

good idea and wouid be useful in comparing performances.

The total pretest

group also felt that the use of the nursing process to assess performance
was an excellent idea.
Twenty percent of the pretest group felt the questions concerning
continued education and professional and civic activities were not necessary or useful in evaluating the curriculum of a school. They felt
questions concerning the amount of extra clinical experience the student
had while in school would be more useful.

These questions would refer to

the type and amount of clinical experience the student acquired during
vacations while in school.

It was felt that responses to these questions

would reflect on the adequacy of the clinical experience in the student's
school of nursing program.
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Validity of the Wesleyan Questionnaire:
the survey of literature

Supported with information from

The method of and criteria for establishing valid tools for
evaluation have previously been stated in this paper.
ferred to pages

l6~17

for a review of these items.

The reader is re-

l~w

well does the

Wesleyan questionnaire meet these requirements?
The Wesleyan questionnaire was prepared using the objectives of
the School of Nursing, which inclunes the components of the nursing
process, as the

gui~elines.

The questionnaire was reviewed by a committee

of nursing faculty and nursing students in order to assess the clarity
and pertinence of each question.

Revisions were made when necessary.38

It is necessary to list the objectives of Illinois Wesleyan
University's School of Nursing to show that the questionnaire has been
set up in terms of these objectives and that the responses to the questions .7ill offer information valuable for curriculum improvement.

Briefly,

the objectives of the School of Nursing are as follows:
1.

To develop professional competence to give nursing
care to people in the hospital, home, and community;
care based upon relevant knowledge, compassion, respect
and a striving toward the ~o8l of supreme well-being
for all people. The behavrors exemplifying this are
understanding the biological, physiological, sociological,
and psy.chological sciences to give care; developing the
skills to apply the sciences; developing the ability to
1isten, hear and react appropriately to what is said by
the patient, his family and co-workers; developing the
abil ity to observe with discernment and report( observations in wr.iting and speech; utilizing family members

38Interview with Miss Eleanor Allen, Faculty Member of the School
of Nursing at Illinois Wesleyan University, April 26? 1974..
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and vrorking with them as part of the health team;
functioning as a health team member and/or leader;
recognizing, accep~ing and seeking help in areas outside
one's skill or the role of the nurse;
2.

To develop social understanding: the understanding of
the essential characteristics of situations in which
persons interact. This understanding is implied in
social understanding; it is the acquisition of skills
and attitudes necessary to act productively in interpersonal situations and is exemplified in part by the
following behaviors: promoting and maintaining interpersonal relationships? promoting communication, promoting
an individual's self-respect, and promoting mutual
respect and understanding, reacting with compassion,
developing skills in self-expression and evaluation,
and understanding objectives in terms of society and the
role one assumes as a professional and civic participant
in society;

3.

To develop a professional personality as represented by
attitudes, ideals and traits which exemplify a philosophy of life; reflecting values desirable for all liberally educated persons and essential for persons dedicated to a life of service~These values foster an appreciation of the worth of an individual and give direction
to one's life;

4.

To develop enthusiasm for study, characterized by a
zealous disposition to inquire and seek new information
which leads to intellectual growth;

5.

To develop an understanding and appreciation of research
and to participate in research in relation to one's own
potential. 39

The follovling paragraphs"iwill show how the content of the Hesleyan
questionnaire was set up to measure the attainment of these objectives.

390bjectives of the School of Nursing, (Bloomington, Ill.:
Illinois Wesleyan University. 1970), pp. 1-3.
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The explanatory introduction to the questionnaire assures the
respondent of anonymity andprovide6 directions for completing the
questionnaire.

The letter accompanying the questionnaire explains the

purpose of the questionnaire, the fact that the emplower will be involved,
and asks for the graduate's cooperation.
The information regarding name and address of the graduate are
needed to know who has responded and to facilitate communication with
the employer.

Responses to Section II, entitled "Education", will provide

information useful 'in assessing the degree to which the fourth objective
of the School of Nursing was met.

It not only determines if the graduate

has developed an interest in pursuing her education, but to what degree
and how she is going about it.
The section regarding employment is useful for two reasons.

It

provides the researcher with the name and address of the employer to ask
his cooperation in the evaluation.

Furthermore, it provides information

about the type of job the graduate feels prepared
the time of her graduation.

to handle now

and at

This shows how well she felt prepared by

her education to hold certain jobs.

The specific questions regarding the

orientation period are a means of assessing the graduate's preparation,
in that it is often believed that the amount of time one has to spend in
an orientation period reflects her level of preparedness of the job, i.e.,
the longer one spends in orientation, the less prepared she was for the
job at the start.
The section concerning the graduate's professional activities was
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developed to measure the second and fifth objectives of the School of
Nursing.

A behavior

tl~t

exemplifies the development of social understanding

is the role one .assumes as a professional as a participant in society.
This involves the person's affiliation and activity with professional
organizations and any teaching that may have been done as part of her
professional role.

The question regarding research is obviously one

that measures the influence of one's education to stimulate the professional
to become involved in research.

The degree of success in achieving the

second objective of the School of Nursing is also measured by the section
on civic or community activities, as civic participation is implicit in
an understanding of the objectives of society.
A critique of the nursing program is direct evaluation of the
curricul um in regard to course and cl inical experience.

After having."

been confronted with j;(:)bperspectives and functioning as a nurse practitioner,
the graduate can better evaluate the curriculum in regard to usefulness
of certain courses and the clinical experience as it prepared her to
function as a professional.

The final question in this section offers

information useful. for curriculum improvement by discovering ,.,hat needs
to be taught to the nursing student that has not been taught already.
The final section on evaluating nursing performance reflects
the behaviors Hhich exempl iEy the fulfillment of the objectives of the
School of Nursing and measures the degree to v7hich they Here developed in
the individual by the curriculum of the School.

These behaviors have been

taken from the objectives they exemplify on pages 27-28.

The nursing
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process is an integral part of the curriculum of all schools of nursing
and can best be evaluated by thebeh.aviors it fosters.

The ability of

the professional nurse to function according to the nursing process should
be the final means of evaluating the quality of the program of the school
of nursing she attended.

It must be acknowledged that individuals

perform at various levels regardless of thei.r educational program, but
with information provided elsewhere :'n the ques"tionnaire, and the evaluation of the graduate's performance, inferences can be made about the
content of the curriculum.
Conclusions
As stated earlier, evaluations must be made in terms of program
.
.
40
ob Ject1ves,

The program objectives of the lvesleyan School of Nursing

stress such behaviors as problem solving (the nursing process), decision
making, developing leadership qualities and developing an interest in
education and research.

It is now apparent that the Wesleyan questionnaire

has been established according to the criteria
other researchers.

set forth by Moritz and

Therefore, the questionnaire can be used to measure

the attainment of course objectives, and as a result of the responses to
various questions, inferences about the curriculum can be stated.
The pr.etest results showed th.at the majority of professionals
who participated in evaluating the questionnaire felt the content pertinent

40NichollS, oEd cit., p. 377.
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and unambiguo\ls.

Only a small percentage of the pretest population offered

criticisms of the questionnaire.

{j~.

B.sed on these results and the support
1\

provided by literature in the areas of nursing, education and. research,
the writer concludes that the questionnaire devised by the faculty of
the School of Nursing is a valid means of assessing performance and
gaining information about curriculum content.
However, it must be noted that measures of performance are somewhat subjective and will vary from individual to individual regardless
of her educational ·preparation.

Because of this, the evaluation process

must be carried out for each course and for the performance of the
individual student.

As stated in the introduction, this continuous

process of evaluation is carried out at Illinois Wesleyan.

By combini.ng

the information secured from graduates with that obtained from the students
who have just completed specific nursing courses, curriculum can be improved at each level.

The individual student will be given guidance

based on her performance to help her achieve her greatest potential.
Use of this questionnaire, or one similar to it, if incorporated
by other schools of nursing, could provide the public 'tl1ith better prepared
nursing professionals and could provide the educational system wHh a
more uniform program for schools of nursing to produce graduates who
function at their greatest potential.

The questionnaire also focuses on

areas that, if stressed by schools of nursing, "lill strengthen the profession of nursing and gain such professionals the recognition they have been
striving for.

These areas include research and the need for continued

education at the masters and doctoral levels.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A
Questionnaire
Illinois Wesleyan University
School of Nursing
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aYt&f o/; :the above nam.ed o-tgani..:%-a:tWn4.

o-t have had, .:in

--------_ .._-------_
n~tinCj?

C. /cJaU2 110U (j,wen aYt&f :ta& on 4v.hj.-eeto- pek/tatin.:in(j :to health, and! 0-1:
______ ..__ 9012 icxt

._ ..__...

.__ !i"E!?UP~

.

.

...

ljed
.

- - _.

tVo

.

.

Civic 0-1: COI1Zi11-Unti-bj. flc;tivaie4
fi..

P1-eade

tiA;t aYt&f civic

--

..•

9ndi..ca;t.e anl1 wal1d .:in whi..ch 110U have been .involved .:in -te4eMch,.

._-- .._--------------- - - - -

U,.

C.O!;!f'/IlJAJIl,Ulf aq.enctied 0-1: o-tgani.:J-a:tWn4 01 whWh lfOU
Me a I1temhe-t, and :tJvwuq.,h whtich 110U have been an ac/tt:»e pa-t:tticipan:t .:in
ac/tWVtA.e4 :tha:t have covvt-t,wu:ted :to .tIu2. we l</,Me
:the c.ollmtunti:t1f
(e. Cj"
j3eLL-IZ.:inq.e-t, fl1en:tal Neartth fl44ocW:twn, 9und !~aiAe-t 10-1: /cIea-t:t 0-1: Canee-t
$oc.tie:td..ed, e:te.)
0-1:

0t

-3-

G

__
._

-----_._-_

.:..----:~----

[..

..

.

[val.uwtwn of the P/to~ant tin N{,f/{,4ma wt !JltUwiA. We4lelfan LlnWe/t4Ulj
PleCMe .ti..4:t COb//[.4e4 lfOU cOii1j::J<Le.ted o./t. !J"Weu,. bo:th academi.. e
value to lfOU. give /tea40i1/.l..
which fLave been of

____S() bl/t4e4

.

. _.. .__.... ' _

_

----------

._ _.

okul

1<'12. CME.P}/.t

p/tOjre44wna.t,

. _ ....._._.__ ..

------------------

--_._._._---13. VJIuich COf.,f/(4<2. (4) WCM (Wi?Ae) of flttinimal value
_

CObl/t4e4

....._,.~--_ .•. _ . _ . ".•- -•., . _ - - . _ . _ . _ - - _ •• _ - - -

._._"..

:to

t10u?
K..eCMOYl/.J-

Whf1?
_._ _... _~~-~........ _~---_ ...... _~-- -* _

.•.•. -

C. C0l1l1fU2nt on the cli.nwal lab()/ta:to/tb/ e~e/tience4 t10U had ,u,1- lf0bl/t. nwc4rU1{f
p/to ~ant a-t 9" W" Lt (fide CfJAaCLf, qrualUlj, aJ1W un:t of ti.me, co n:te nt, e:te,,)

-------------------------------_.

__._---

--------_._--_._.----

__

-_ _-_ _-

---- ... ...
._-----_..
the/te arz.t1 CMpecl4 of fI7..WVj.~ whi...ch t10U we/te not tCWf.h:t :that t10U believe
4hou)..d be i.nc,Lwled tin the fI7..WVj.{inq, p/to~a;lt?

------------------_.
1)"

fI/te

--_. - - - - _._._-----_ .. _---_.. - .._----------_. --------

[va,u.;W/twn of fl/Wv.1~ Pe/r,fo/Gmance

J:iA.tecl be.low Me d.tep4 W tI"IR. t1JA/t.1-WIj
4;ta.tePite~

P/r,o~<14

de<1C/r.rip;ti.-ve

iWA;dwa ac;tWY//,1 o/r, behavi.-o/r,d" P,le~
aceo/r,dwlj;to .the dCa£e Ijweta, .the der;ytee ;to whi.ch tf01A/{, l/tU/v.Lrt/ltlj
p/Golj/(,a#t a.t !J"W,.U" p/GepMed tfOU- .to f(J~n.

$ca1e:

(j

I - WeU p/GepMed; could do thiA writhord- di.-r!tricul./uj
2 - fideq,uwteltf p/GepMed; lenew P/r,tinci.pf.ed, brd- needed 40Nt.e M4iAA:~
3 - fIIo;t p/r,epCi./t,ed; needed .teach~
l./. - fIIo;t appLi.cable W p/r,eden;{; pOduwn

---_._- ,--_.
_.

/.

7..
8",
II.

Plann~

I"

9o/1:Jlwhvted. tUllJ?t.edi..a.te and lovLIj-,te.IUlt ljoaU fo/r,

cMe"

IV.

L

[Va.lUwted:the wo-t!e 01 teart!- membe-td and otfte-td (l0-t
whom, &t0U addtAme -tedp0l1J1.ribi.-W&t_
_

..

__._---_

..•....

.

_---------------_._--

Appendix

B

C linical Course Rankings
Compared to State Board Hean Scores

xv-xvi

Cl.INICAL COURSE RANKINGS
CCMPARED

tOW Graduates'

TO STATE BOARD MEAN SCORES*

Ranked Their Six

Rank Order of the Hean Scores

'1ajor Cl inical Nursing Courses

of Graduates on the State Board

�ccording to Their Comparative

Pool Examinations

ralue--,..l.isted with

the-Most

Valuable First
Hedical Nursing

Medical Nursing
Surgical Nursing

Surgical Nursing

Pediatric Nursing

psychiatric Nursing

Public Health-Nursing

Pediatric Nursing

psychiatric Nursing

Obstetrical Nursing

Obstetrical Nursing

-

*Taken from Jean Hayter's. "Follow-up Study of the Graduates of
the Baccalaureate Program in Nursing," Nursing Research,

12: L�5. Winter, 1963.

Appendix C
Questionnaire Given to pretest BopuJation

xvii-xxi

lj'jiY'eetions!

Please use a checkmark to indicate you,. v'esponses \'iilc:nev61� possi;)le.
/I. few "OI'ds \!Jill suff'lce fO\" those q�!estions l'Ihich cannot be ansv.fC�·ed
by a cneckmark.
Please use the reverse sid(� to comm�nl: on t'lhilt you
fr.e'l to be the val id1ty or usefulness of each questi on.

- (Maiden name

{First}
AJdrt�SS

if 'marr'!ed)

---.��---

---------------------

Edl!�ation

r.

a.

did you graduate from'?

�Ih'lt type of nursing progr'am

Degree
-:-iospital Based
Baccalaureate PI�ogram

Associate

_
__
__
_

b.

inte1d to supp"lement, 0"1" have you 5upp1c:;mentedt your ba.s'!c filH's1ng
education �"ith oidditional academic 1($0,1(1

Do ,You

No

Ye5_.___

_
__

If your ans'�er to B is yes;
'I
�ihat kind of additional acaderniG
.
underta:(fm1

c.

t'lork do you plan to 'i::ab�:�

or'

have you

Fiei<t

Co1'/ege courses
To't!ar'd Bachelor's Degree
TOi;'/�'rd t1aster" s Oegrep.
C.LU .

_
___ _

�--

.

Please !ist

2.

lJtle

r{

.

of

r:ours(�s

GO_Ars�.

Select�!d

..

____

you

have comr1eted,

,CredJ.t

o\"

c{iurses __ ,.._�_

or are

,£..E.Jh.

tak'!ng

Name of

_
_
_

mM.

Dr�y'�.J�.U9.ur��

AGe.nJ;.t

EltiP 1 cJ'lr�n t Fo 1': Olli ng Graduation
Pr-�'scnt emplo'yillent
a.
1
NilOle dnd address of' amp loy; ng agent :
,.

.___ .._. ___ ._.�, __ ,
,.___
_
-�-- '''------_._,
-,--._--

lwg"lrming employment

3.

Dute

4.

1'>05i t·' (In 71 t'ie:

5.

.
.
---------

C1inicc.l

area;

l·Jhat vmS

your reason for accepting

__
"_
'
___
-

__
__ _
__

--_. �.-

-.. �

..--- ....--.-

,_-:_.-

__
..•
__
_

.. . _______
________
--._r______.. __ M..r .....·___•__

G.

Are yOl.\ sat1sfied?
Pl':dse �xplairt:

Yes

�,
__

No

------- ------

--.-.-----

_�
_
�
___v ••

__M.�-__. ___._

.. - --.---- "-�--�.--. .. ,�.......�.,.......,----,.----�--

,,',(.1
iDS

P0i"1;Ic:ip ..rV: inan 0k"ientation p!'(HJr'am offered I.,Y t.rri� u�lc:ncy'l'
If not� pleo.se I?xplain;
No

YOll
..

�
_-____

____

.. ____ .

,----.----- ..
--,.
..---.--.�---

P-!E:as"

tjf

C(II�l1f�nt

t'lme� ntc.);

!)11

the odentation program

__
, __

(when

.
.
--

9iven, type. 'length

_
_
_
__
_

______

--_._._.,-------_ ..
_-,-----

--�---.-,�---

f�.

, --------�--.--�- ------------

1)0 you ;:mti cipate making any change in your cun'ent emp'loyment position
If your answer 'f s yes
No
w1 thi i'" the ne��t yQa�'?
Yes
plt�C\$(� 12!xpla1n '�he change� and your Y'eaS'O'llS-"for changillgz

".____ _

-------'---

___
.-........ _.___• __� __________ O_ __,____ •
_ _'__

9..

Ot-hel'

pO:;.itiC'fls you have held since gt'aduat1on:

Eosit'lcm l..itle�

nI.

Clinical ar'�

g!!pl.Qxing

��J.le,yr

CtlH�r f.)iI'ofes!; orlal activities:
i!:,

Pl:vHH.! lh;t any prl)'fessional or-ganizations of wh1ch you

b.

J def1 ti ofy ofn ct':£ fJi'ld/ or' committee
of �h0 abQ�� orga�izat1ons.

UIN.u" NLN� NEA1 Etc-)

are a

member

v'espons1hi 'Iides youha.ve h'icrf n

,:i'ny

------------�----�

.._------ -- - -""' ""'
_ . _--_
. _---- . _ - ---------

C.

f!cH� you-gh'en2my talks on subjects pertaTn"'ing to health
ve'

No

and/ornurshlg?

Group($)

(L,

Hi),vf:': you
Yes

wl'ittp.n any articles, pamphlets or brochures for pub'!ication'i'

nt.tees)
e"

Ho

�t1lhcat€: any �'1aj'5 1n wh'ich you

Pub11 cat; on(s)

have been 'lnvolved in resenrch�

---- ------- _., --� ---------- .-

.._--_.--

IV.

,--

" .-�-

------ ---,---,--

C1v1c nc�1v1ties
[t.
P��a':i� l;:;t (Iny c",\dc or ,:::ommunity agencies or organh:aticr1� of v�idch
.Yo: an'! a menrbel�, i:l.nd through whi ch you hu\fe been all act1 v{! r;iH'ti C" Pililt
in a(:ti'liitie� Width hl'l'\te contributed to the ',..,sHare Ijf the (:onrilu(litv.

((�. �g.

v.

LV'-'IU.?i\.lOrl of the Curricu1um in Nurslllg at YOU}' school.
Please list t;Ourscs you comp"leted, both academic and
fl.
have been of speci al value to ,you. Give reasons.

��h1ch courses
Course
-

were

of minimal value to you?
Reason

Comment
pr"ogr£tm

D.

VI.

whic:h

on

Hhy?

.

......

C.

t

Re aso,!!

Course

S'"

professional

the cl1nical laboratory experiences you had in your nU"sing
content, amount of time, etc.)

(adequacy, quality,

Are there any aspects of nursing you were not taught that you believe
should be 11cluded in the nursing program?

Evaluation of Nursing Performance.
Directions:
Listed below are steps in the nUY'sing process with descriptive
statements of nursing behavior.
Please check, according to
the, scale given� the degree to which your educational program
prepared you to function
.

Scale:

1· Well p�pared, could do this

2
3

4
J�

�

-

-

w itho u t difficulty.
Adequately prepared, but needed some assistance
Not prepareds ne��ed teaching
Not applicable in present position

Ass.essment

l.

2.
3,
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Col1ect� data in

a

systematic manner, using appropriate

resources.
Al1alyzes and validates da.ta
States nurS'jng d1agnosis
Identifies patient problems and needs wit;" pat1ent,
fam11y� and personnel
Describes behav10rs which may ind1cate nurses' and/m·
patien'�' atti tudes and feelings4
States p�ior1ties for nursing care.
Observes. T'eports, and recor ds pertinent informat1on""
signs and symptons and changes "In the patient-s

condition.

Uses apprapriate interpersonal techniques in establish·,
"lng therapeutic relationships �/1th pat'Jents.

1 2 3 4·
.....

.-

.-

-

----

-

_t__ ...

-

-

-".-

----

-

-�

..---

-....

-

--.-

.-

--

--

II.

1.
2.

FOYtnulates 1il111Ed1ate and long term goals
Prescribes nursing actions with consideration

3.

b.
psychosocial needs
Plans health teaching,

of patient IS:
a.

4.

5.
III.

pathophysiology

including appropriate
health team or fam1ly member
Develops comprehensive plan of care with decisions
based on scientific principles.
Communicates plans effectively to nursing person n e
and to the patient in \'Iriting and ver'bally

"

Implementing
1.
2.

3.
4.

IV�

'j 2 3 4

�lanning

Uses appropriate interpersonal techniques in working
with colleagues and personnel
Directs and evaluates the work of team members I
or others for whom you assume the responsibility;
using learning and teaching opportunities when"
ever possible.
Performs selected technical nursing measores
effectively.
Controls the environment to provide for the
patient's comfort and safety.

Evaluation
'I.

2.

3.
4.

States cri teri a and determ1nes effectiveness of
nursing action.
Suggest alternative approaches
r10difies goals and p lans for action according to
patient's progress or response.
Restates nursing diagnoses when indi ca ted
.

